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A. Change the following sentences according to the parentheses. ( 5 Pts. )
1. My friend heard the news on the radio, He was driving home. ( while)

2. You will distract your audience if you move too much. ( by)
3. Factories help increase pollution. ( Factories burn coal and oil, )
4. There is not much light. We can't take the photographs. ( enough)
5. The film was so exciting that we saw it twice. ( such)

B. Choose the correct answer. ( 5 Pts. )
6. The design of the carpet appeared so pleasing to John ......... to buy ,it as quickly as possible. ( S.R.95 )
b. that he decided
c. he decided
d. decided
a. which he decided
7. Dad was shocked to hear about the car accident and went home to find out ....... we were safe. (S.E.95)
c. that if
d. whether
a. since
b. whom
8. The children at the back of the bus made ........ the driver got angry and asked them to stop it. (S.E.95 )
b. such a noise that
c. too noisy to make
d. so that noise of
a. enough noise for
9. I have to talk to the manager ..................... he has free time to see me or not. (S.E.94)
a. as
b. while
c. since
d. whether
10. I met my friend ................ I was playing in the park.
a. since
b. when
c. as
d. who
11. The TV program was really funny and made everyone ................ for a long time. ( S.H.94 )
a. laugh
b. laughs
c. laughing
d. to laugh
12. We never ................ the children to go out alone.
a. allow
b. let
c. make
d. avoid
13. Unfortunately I forgot to email the photographs ............... at the birthday party to my friends. ( S.T.94)
a. taken
b. which took
c. were taken
d. that I took them
14. It was ............ large earthquake that it damaged almost all the houses in the village. ( S.R.94 )
a. so
b. so a
c. such
d. such a
15. These people are not ....................... to do the job efficiently.
a. so experienced
b. experienced enough
c. enough experience
d. enough experienced
J

II. VOCABULARY

C. Fill in the blanks with suitable words. ( 7 Pts. )
16. The population of this area has .... ,......................... from 3 to 3.8 million.
17. Doing something well with no waste of time money or energy is called ......................... .
J

18. Plants draw minerals and other ........................... from the soil .
19. The psychologist finally managed to help me ............................. myfear and embarrassment.
20. No one can predict with complete ........................ what will happen in the financial markets in future.
II

II

is to .............................
/I

II

22. Do you have any idea about the ............................. between physical and mental health?
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I. GRAMMAR;

21. The opposite of to concentrate

rob

:It

I~

~i

-

-:::I

23. The money, property, skills that you have available to use when you need them: ....................... .
24. The greenhouse gases make the earth warmer by ........................... heat in the atmosphere.
25. What caused the ....................... of dinosaurs?
26. To stay on the surface of a liquid such as water is called ........................ .
27. The main layers of the earth are crust, .............................. and core.
28. The earthquakes shake the houses and ................................. the windows.
29 ...................... means a system of parts in a living thing that together perform a particular function.

D. Choose the correct answer: ( 8 Pts. )
30. Probably her greatest ..................... is that her mother is ill and that the doctors are not able to keep her alive. (
S.R.95 )
a.sense

b. prediction

c. concern

d. concentration

31. The organisms most suited to the environment are actually those better to ...................... ( S.E.95 )
a. rise

b. support

c. survive

d. trap

32. Trying to ..................... the weather is not an easy job, as it requires special equipment. (S.R.94 )
a. estimate

b. mention

c.forecast

d. express

33. We were late getting to the airport, but .................... for us, the plane was delayed. ( S.R.94 )
a. luckily

b.basically

c. certainly

d. entirely

34. Some people believe that if we try to ........... our feelings openly, it can enhance our health. ( S.E. 95 )
a. express

b. involve

c.lower

d. state

35. Both Mr. and Mrs. Karimi are worried about their son because he does not take life ............. ( S.T.94)
a. regularly

b. seriously

c. emotionally

, d. comfortably

36. I haven't been to China ............. , but I have read a lot of books about its culture and people. ( S.E.94 )
a. entirely

b. personally

c. immediately

d. internationally

37. The .................. of life forms on earth makes zoology an interesting field of study.
a.average

b. variety

c. humor

d. share

38. Reza is sick and the doctor has advised him to ...................... the amount of fat in his food. ( S.T.94 )
a. ignore

b. reduce

c. prepare

d. destroy

39. I don't like seeing animals in a zoo . I prefer to see them in their natural ................... areas. ( S.Z.92 )
a. relaxed

b. surrounding

c. contrasting

d. individual

40. The cars which .................. greenhouse gases into the air are a danger to the environment.
a. perform

b. wrestle

c. realize

d. release

41. We need stronger laws to protect the ................... from pollution.
a. projection

b. achievement

c. environment

d. biography

42. She told her children to be quiet, as the noise they were making was really ................. her. (S.R.95 )
a. bothering

b. preventing

c. frightening
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d. influencing

43. If you want to make sure that you remain in good health, you should get the proper ............. ( S.T.95 )
a. regions

b. secrets

c.layers

d. nutrients

44. Ali and Mahdi run a large company together and are very good business ..................... ( S.E.94)
a. winners

b. laborers

c. partners

d. apprentices

45. Our plans are very ...................... , so we can meet you either on Wednesday or on Thursday.
a. private

b. flexible

c. actual

d. immediate

III. CLOZE PASSAGE:
E. Read the following passage carefully and fill in the blanks with your own words. ( 2.5 Pts. )
Global warming is the average increase in the Earth's ......... .46 ........... , which then causes changes in climate.
A warmer earth may have ............. 47 .......... such as changes in rainfall patterns, a rise in sea ........... 48 ......... ..
and different effects on plants, wildlife, and humans. When scientists talk about climate change, they are
.......... 49 ......... about global warming caused by human .......... 50 ........... .

F. Read the following passage and choose the best answer. ( 2.5 Pts. )
The earliest known people of North America were Indians and Eskimos. They probably ........... 51 .......... to North
America from Asia by way of Alaska, over a long ........... 52 .......... of time. They spread to the east and south
throughout North America. The Eskimos and many of the Indian tribes lived in undeveloped ways, ........53........
stone weapons and tools. Many were wandering hunters in the ......... 54 ......... and forests. The Indians of Mexico
and Central America had an advanced civilization, with fine buildings, art, and systems of law and .......... 55 ........
The greatest of the ancient Indian peoples, among them the Mayas and Aztecs, built beautiful stone temples and
palaces. ( S.T.94 )
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

migrated
phase
used
communities
document

b. increased
b. pattern
b. using
b. planets
b. department

c. stretched
c. period
c. for using
c. towers
c. environment

d. survived
d. process
d. they used
d. plains
d. government

IV. READING COMPREHENSION:
G. PASSAGE 1 • Read the following passage and then choose the correct answer. ( 4 Pts. )
For many years people have been trying to create a simple universal language that would serve all over the world as
a common means of communication. In the last three hundred years, more than seven hundred such languages
have been suggested. The most successful and the most popular of these is a language called Esperanto. It was
invented by Ludwig Zamenhof ,who lived in Poland. When he was growing up, he saw that people from different
backgrounds who lived in Poland had lots of difficulties communicating with each other. This often led to
disagreements. Ludwig felt that a common language would help them understand each other better and agree
with each other. So he began working on a common international language . He started his work while he was still
at school! In 1887 , he published some information about his new language. He did not use his real name. He used
the name Dr. Esperanto ( which means II one who hopes II ) • Soon people from all over the world became interested
in his language, called Esperanto. Today, Esperanto is spoken by about eight million people throughout the world.
Many governments and international organizations recognize it in many ways. Esperanto Is often used on radio
broadcasts from official government stations. ( S.R.94 )
56. What is the passage mainly about?
a. The life of a Polish school boy

c. How Esperanto has helped people

b. Invention of a universal language

d. How people often do not understand each other
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57. What does the word /I THESE /I in line 3 refer to?
a. Years
b. Means
c. People
58. Which of the following statements is TRUE?
a. Ludwig was afraid of people, so he changed his name.
b. Ludwig started to work on his idea when he was very young.
c. Esperanto has been widely used for the last three hundred years.
d. Many people did not understand Ludwig, so they disagreed with him.
59. What do we understand about Ludwig Zamenhof?
a. He was hopeful that his invention would become successful one day.
b. He had difficulty communicating with people when he was growing up .
c. He spoke to eight million people in Esperanto.
d. He worked at an official radio station.

d. Languages

H. PASSAGE 2 • Read the following passage and then choose the correct answer. ( 4 Pts. )
Weather describes conditions I such as rain I wind I and sunshine I that occur during a short period of time in a
particular place i climate is the overall pattern of weather in a region. From one moment to the next the weather
can change. A warm I sunny day can be overtaken by a violent storm. Dark clouds form I high winds blow I and rain
lashes the ground I yet it may be only a few minutes before the sunny weather returns. However I in some parts of
the world I such as in parts of the tropics, the weather barely changes for months at a time. There it is always hot
and heavy rains fall. Meteorologists are scientists who measure and forecast the weather. They do this by studying
clouds I winds I and the temperature and pressure of Earth's atmosphere. But despite the use of satellites I
computers 1 and other technology in weather forecasting I weather remains a force of nature that is hard to predict.
Several thousand weather stations on land, ships, and aircraft measure weather conditions around the world. The
stations contain instruments that record temperature, rainfall, the speed and direction of wind, air pressure I and
humidity ( the amount of water vapor in the air) • Balloons called radiosondes carry instruments to take
measurements high in the air. Weather satellites in space send back pictures of the clouds. ( S.R.94 )
60. Which of the following is TRUE about the difference between weather and climate?
a. Weather refers to predictable atmospheric conditions.
b. Climate refers to conditions such as rain and wind.
c. Weather is a fixed climate pattern in a region.
d. Climate refers to a more constant condition.
61. According to the passage, which of the following do meteorologists NOT do when forecasting weather?
a. They study clouds.

b. They study winds.

c. They go high in the air in special balloons.

d. They examine the pressure of Earth's atmosphere.

62. What does the word
a. Never

It

barely 1/ in line 5 mean?

b. Often

d. Occasionally

c. Seldom

63. Which of the following is NOT true?
a. Weather stations are not built on land only.
b. Weather stations contain highly advanced equipment.
c. Radiosondes are balloons that take certain tools high in the air.
d. Computers and satellites make it possible to predict weather without any difficulty .

V. Answer the following questions: (2 Pts. )
64. How can we stop people from damaging the environment?
65. What are the effects of exercise on our mind and body ?
GOOD LUCK
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B. Choose the correct answer. ( 5 Pts. )
6. (\' )
11.

(C\ )

7.

(d )

12.((A)

8.

t

13. (~ )
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C. Fill in the blanks with ... ( 7 Pts. )
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D. Choose the correct answer: ( 8 Pts. )
30. (C)

31. (C) .

35.

(~:))

36. (

40.

(d )

41. (C )

b)

32. (C ) .
37.

(h )

42. ( C\

)

33. (

C\ ) .

b)
43. (d )
38. (

1
................................................................

34. (

t\ )

39. (

b)

44. (C )

45. (

b)
I

..................................... .................................................................. .............._ ......................_ .......................................................................l

III. CLOZE PASSAGE :
E. Read the following passage ...• ( 2.5 Pts. )
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49. .......................
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F. Read the following passage ... (2.5 Pts. )
51. ('" )

52. (C )

53. (

b)

54. (

J)

IV. READING COMPREHENSION:
G. Passage 1 • Read the following passage... (4 Pts. )
56. (

\0)

57. (

J)

58. (

b)

59. ( ~)

H. Passage 2. Read the following passage ... (4 Pts. )
60.

(cJ )

61. (

C)

62. (

C )

V. Answer the following questions: ( 2 Pts. )
64................................................... .

65 ..................................................... .

GOOD LUCK

63.

(d )

55. ( d
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